A short proof is given of a biquadratic reciprocity law proved by Burde in 1969.
Burde [2] proved using the law of biquadratic reciprocity that Lehmer [4, 51 has given two proofs of (1) using results from cyclotomy. In this note we put together two classical results ((2) and (4) below) to give a short proof of (1).
It is easy to show that (*ad * bc I q) = (ad -bc 1 q) for any choice of signs so that (1) Gq-' = (q I p),(mod q).
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Taking the (q-1)/2th power of (2) and using (3) we obtain
It follows from an old result of Dijrrie [3] that (4) (a + ibp-1' 12 (-1)(q-1'14(ad -bc ( q) (mod q) which completes the proof of (1). For completeness we give a proof of (4). We have
as it is well known that (
Also so that (6) (a + bi)'q-l)" = (-l)(q-1)'4(ad + bc ( q) = (-1)'q-114(ad -bc I q)(mod c -di).
(4) now follows from (5) and (6).
